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Pitting is a rolling contact fatigue phenomenon commonly observed in mechanical 
rolling elements, such as gears and bearings. In case of gear contacts, pitting usually takes 
place in the dedendum region, where both sliding and contact load are high. In this study, 
a model is developed to predict surface breaking crack formation fatigue lives, including 
both nucleation and propagation stages, for spur gear contacts operating under mixed 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) condition. The model utilizes a gear load 
distribution model for tooth contact Analysis. A mixed EHL formulation is implemented 
to evaluate the surface normal pressure and tangential shear, incorporating the lubricant 
non-Newtonian behavior, which is influential on lubrication film thickness and surface 
tractions under high sliding condition. According to the surface tractions, a boundary 
element formulation is utilized to determine the stress fields, whose contribution to fatigue 
damage accumulation is assessed using a multi-axial fatigue criterion, predicting the crack 
nucleation life. As for the crack propagation life evaluation, the Paris and Erdogan’s 
formula is adopted.   With the developed contact fatigue model, a parametric investigation  
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1.1.    BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
Surface initiated pitting (spalling), Figure 1.1 for example, is a major failure mode 
in automotive gearing applications.  The failure commonly takes place in the dedendum 
area where both sliding and normal tooth force are relatively high. Some of the major 
causes of pitting are as follows: 
• Metal-to-metal contact of asperities or defects due to the low lubricant film 
thickness. 
• Subsurface cracks, which starts at single point, propagates through the material 
and finally leads to separation of the material. 
• Hydrogen embrittlement of metal due to water contamination of lubricant. 
• Foreign particle contamination of the lubricant. 
The formation of the failure can be divided into two stages, namely the crack nucleation, 
and the crack propagation.  The former is mostly dictated by multi-axial stress histories [1-
4], whose contribution to the accumulation of fatigue damage has been described by 








Figure 1.1: (a) Pitting in gears, and (b) Microscopic image of a pit 




observed to be at a shallow angle to the surface, in the range from 15  to 30  [5-7].  The 
propagation rate is tightly related to the stress concentration in the vicinity of the crack tip 
as the crack travels through the contact zone with the moving surface.  Though it has been  
reported that crack propagation life is negligibly small in comparison to the initiation life 
when the load is very high [8], the same cannot be said when the tooth force is moderate 
or low, under which condition, the crack initiation life was observed to be much smaller 
than the total fatigue life due to the exclusion of the crack propagation fatigue cycles [4].  
Therefore, for the proper modeling of the rolling contact fatigue (RCF) pitting failure of 
gears operating under a wide load span, it is important to include the crack propagation 
description.  This study proposes a computational model for spur gear pitting life 
prediction, considering both crack initiation and crack propagation stages. 
 
1.2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
For the computational investigation of rolling contact fatigue, a group of works 
were focused on the crack nucleation stage.  The early studies by Ringsberg et al. [9] and 
Šraml et al. [10] considered idealized smooth surface contacts with lubrication effects 
being excluded.  In the former, J.W. Rinsberg [9] developed a model to predict the fatigue 
crack initiation of rolling contact fatigue using Finite Element Method (FEM) for a twin 
disk contact set-up, simulating wheel-rail contact problems. The selected material was 
Pearlitic rail steel BS11 normal grade, for which, the Chaboche model was adopted to 




contact pressure was kept constant with varying friction coefficient to investigate the 
friction effect on crack initiation.  
For both works, assumed friction coefficients were adopted to introduce the 
tangential friction.  Taking into account engineering surface roughness profiles as well as 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) behavior, a number of researchers [1-3] showed 
significant near surface stress concentrations induced by surface asperity interactions under 
mixed lubrication condition.  The surface fatigue crack nucleation was demonstrated to be 
dictated by the surface roughness that caused large stress fields.  The computational finding 
of the critical role of surface roughness in lubricated rolling contact fatigue was in line with 
the experimental observations [11-14].  Further including the transient characteristics of 
gear contacts (time-varying contact radii of curvature, surface velocities, and normal tooth 
force), Li et al. [4], Li and Kahraman [15] and Li [16] proposed gear contact fatigue models 
that are capable of simulating gear contacts in a continuous way, starting from the Start-
of-Active-Profile (SAP) to the tip of the driving gear.  As a recent development in the 
aspect of RCF crack nucleation modeling, Li and Anisetti [17] bridged gear dynamics and 
gear tribology, indicating that the mutual interaction between these two disciplines has 
significant impact on the fatigue life when the gear mesh frequency approaches the 
resonances.  
On the aspect of crack propagation, Miller et al. [18] investigated the propagation 
mechanics of both surface and subsurface nucleated cracks under cyclic contact loading.  
Most surface breaking cracks were observed to arrest when reaching the size of 10-20 μm, 
forming micro-pits on the surface.  Some of these cracks, however, propagated further to 




surface inclusions, which raised the local stress intensity factor range.  Through the 
inclusions, micro-cracks grew and reached macro-scale dimensions.  To quantitatively link 
the crack propagation life to the stress intensity factor within wide ranges of crack size and 
crack growth rate, the empirical Mc Evily-Foreman relationship was adopted.  In the 
analysis, the surface asperity contact pressure was considered, while the EHL fluid effects 
in crack growth was excluded.  Bower [5] modeled the crack growth due to the movement 
of trapped fluid towards crack tips.  This study also discussed the mode II (shear mode) 
crack propagation.  It was shown that mode II stress intensity factor was sensitive to the 
direction of surface shear, in the way that negative sliding leads to larger stress intensities.  
This observation correlates well to the surface breaking crack growth of gears, for which, 
the crack propagation mostly appears in the dedendum where the sliding is negative.  In 
addition, the mode II stress intensity factor was found to be sensitive to crack face friction.  
When the friction coefficient is larger than 0.2, the resultant small stress intensity factor 
can hardly promote any crack propagation.   
Another group of studies [19-21] reported the description of the fluid flow within 
cracks in the crack growth modeling.  In order to reduce the computational efforts involved 
in the stress intensity evaluation, a dimensionless finite element (FE) approach was 
proposed [21].  Take one step further, Balcombe et al. [22] considered the elastic 
deformation of the crack faces in the crack propagation description, using the finite 
volume/boundary method.  Flašker et al [23] studied the surface crack propagation under 
the EHL condition, assuming the hydraulic pressure within the crack to be constant and the 
same as the EHL pressure at the crack mouth location.  Extending from a two-dimensional 




In the investigation, Kaneta and Murakami [24] considered a lubricated point contact under 
the idealized Hertzian contact condition, using the mixed mode fracture mechanics 
approach.  Including both the crack initiation and the crack propagation in the rolling 
contact fatigue modeling, Fajdiga and Sraml [27] investigated the behavior of surface 
breaking cracks, and Osman and Velex [28] studied the subsurface nucleated cracks.   
In view of the literature, although the significant contact pressure fluctuation due 
to the existence of surface roughness has been well included in the crack initiation 
modeling [1-4, 7, 15-17], it was not the case when the crack propagation was concerned.  
Researchers commonly assumed perfectly smooth surfaces, such that a simple Hertzian 
pressure distribution could be employed.  However, this assumption deviates largely from 
the pressure distributions of actual engineering surfaces operating under the EHL 
condition.  The contact pressure can be several times larger than the Hertzian pressure at 
roughness peak locations, and several times smaller in roughness valleys.  This study, 
therefore, aims at developing a rolling contact fatigue model for spur gears of rough 
surfaces operating under the EHL condition.  The roughness caused substantial pressure 
fluctuations are included in both the crack initiation and the crack propagation description.  
The rough surface EHL model of spur gear line contacts proposed by Li and Kahraman 
[29] has been used to determine the normal and tangential tractions on the tooth surfaces.  
In order to capture the detailed surface roughness topography in the determination of the 
near surface stress fields, a much finer mesh was required, in comparison to those studies 
assuming perfectly smooth surfaces [18-28].  The fine mesh imposed overwhelming 
computational burdens when the finite element (FE) approach was adopted, although this 




relatively coarse mesh would have been adequate.  In this work, a boundary element (BE) 
formulation was proposed to evaluate the near surface stress concentrations, as well as the 
stress intensity factor.  Because the BE method only considers the boundary instead of the 
entire volume of the computational domain as in the FE method, the number of mesh 
elements and consequently the computational efforts can be substantially reduced [30].  In 
the study, the frictional thermal effects [31-33], and the gear dynamics behavior [17, 34-
36] were excluded.  With the developed model, a set of pitting experiments were simulated.  
The predictions were compared with the experimental measurements to show high 
correlations. 
 
1.3. THESIS OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINES 
This study aims at developing a model to predict surface breaking crack formation 
fatigue lives, including both the nucleation stage and the propagation stage, for spur gear 
contacts operating under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication condition.  The model 
utilizes a gear load distribution model for tooth contact analysis to determine the normal 
tooth force along the tooth profile, incorporating any profile modifications and 
manufacturing deviations.  A mixed EHL formulation customized to handle transient 
contact conditions of gears is implemented to evaluate the surface normal pressure and 
tangential shear.  In the process, the lubricant non-Newtonian behavior, i.e. viscosity 
dependence on shear rate, is also included through a flow coefficient that in incorporated 
into a general Reynolds equation.  With this improvement, the lubrication film thickness 




tractions, which dictate the multi-axial stress fields below the contact surface.  A boundary 
element formulation is then developed to determine the normal and shear stress 
components resultant from the surface tractions.  From the stress histories, the normal stress 
amplitude and mean, and the shear stress amplitude are evaluated and used in a multi-axial 
fatigue criterion to find the crack nucleation fatigue life.  Also using the boundary element 
approach, the stress intensity factor at the crack tip is determined and the crack propagation 
life is predicted according to the Paris and Erdogan’s formula.  With the developed contact 
fatigue model, a parametric investigation is performed considering a spur gear pair, 
operating under different loads and different surface roughness conditions.   
The outline of the thesis is listed below: 
CHAPTER 2: THEORY AND FORMULATIONS – Governing equations and theoretical 
derivation and background are presented and discussed in details. 
CHAPTER 3: SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS – Parametric simulations are carried 
out to show model capability; Numerical results are discussed. 
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION – Given the model formulation and parametric simulation 





THEORY AND FORMULATIONS 
 
This study uses a modeling methodology that is similar to that employed in Refs. 
[3, 4].  A mixed EHL formulation for spur gear contacts is implemented first to determine 
the tooth surface normal and tangential tractions in a continuous way from the SAP to the 
pitch of the driving pinion.  The analysis of the addendum is omitted owing to the fact that 
pits commonly take place in the dedendum of gears.  The surface tractions are then adopted 
as inputs for a stress formulation to evaluate the multi-axial stress fields on and below the 
contact surface.  According to the amplitudes and means of the stress components, the 
fatigue damage associated with crack nucleation is assessed through a multi-axial fatigue 
criterion.  Lastly, this work incorporates the mathematical description of crack propagation 
behavior, which is missing in Refs. [3, 4]. 
 
2.1. MIXED EHL FORMULATION OF SPUR GEARS 
For gearing applications, the lubrication film thickness is often inadequate to fully 
separate the meshing tooth surfaces due to various combinations of factors, including large 




shear-thinning effect, and heavy load.  As a result, the pressurized hydrodynamic fluid flow 
that is governed by the generalized Newtonian Reynolds equation of [37] 
 




x x x t
      
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       
  (2.1a)  
and the local asperity contacts that is described by [33-36] 






            
  
     (2.1b) 
coexist.  In Eq. (2.1), p is normal pressure, and h is film thickness.  The latter is considered 
to be an infinitesimal constant within asperity contact areas, such that its gradient along the 
rolling/sliding direction, x, becomes zero in Eq. (2.1b).  Within the hydrodynamic fluid 
areas, the film thickness consists of curvature gap , 0g , elastic deformation, V , roughness 
profiles of surface 1, 1s , and surface 2, 2s , and rigid body approach, 0h , in the form of [29] 
 
0 0 1 2h h g V s s= + + − −             
  
     (2.2) 
The determination of 0h  requires the enforcement of the equilibrium condition 
along the surface normal direction, i.e.W pdx=  , with W  representing the normal tooth 
force density.  Additionally, in Eq. (2.1),   is lubricant density; t is time; rv  is rolling 
velocity, and 1 2( ) 2rv v v= + , where 1v  and 2v  denote tangential velocities of surface 1 
and surface 2, respectively.  As gears rotate in mesh, curvature gap, surface velocities, 
normal tooth force, and surface roughness profiles vary.  The induced transient effect is 




In order to take into account the shear-thinning effect of lubrication film under high 
sliding condition, the lubricant non-Newtonian behavior is incorporated in the generalized 














              
 (2.3) 
where,   is lubricant low-shear viscosity, the dimensionless pressure gradient 
ˆ ( )( )xp h G p x=   , the dimensionless shear stress ˆ G =   (G is lubricant Newtonian limit 
shear stress),  and ˆ /z z h= , representing the dimensionless coordinate along z direction, 
which points from surface 1 ( 2z h= − ) to surface 2 ( 2z h= ) across the film thickness.  
The lubricant rheological function, , in Eq. (2.3), was determined experimentally to take 








  = + 
              
  (2.4) 
Where, n is shear rate sensitivity coefficient, and   is Yasuda parameter, both of which 
are lubricant dependent properties. 
With the pressure and film thickness determined through the above governing 
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   (2.5) 
Where, 
  is effective viscosity defined as  =   .  At locations where asperity contact 




lubrication friction coefficient.  It is assumed 0.1 =  in this study [4, 41].  The normal 
pressure, p, and the tangential shear, q, then serve as the normal and tangential tractions in 
the stress computation follows. 
 
2.2. BE STRESS FORMULATION 
For stress field determination, the closed form elastic stress equation set derived for 
smooth surface contacts [42] has been commonly used [1-4, 7] due to simplicity.  However, 
rough surface topography was shown to have evident impact on near surface stress 
concentrations [30]. The assumption of smooth surface, therefore, may introduce tangible 
errors and be deemed to be not appropriate in near surface stress evaluation.  To include 
the rough surface topography description, finite element method has been adopted [43-45], 
at the cost of enormous computational efforts due to the very fine mesh implemented.  An 
alternative and more efficient approach is boundary element method, which requires 
meshing only the boundary instead of the entire computational domain as in FE approach 
[15, 30], resulting in considerable computational time reduction.  Because of better 
performance in computational efficiency, BE is employed in this work. 
Figure 2.1 [15] illustrates the division of half space boundary into three zones, 
namely, the finite zone, F , whose length is FL , the infinite zone, I , and the infinite 
half cylindrical surface, S .  The solid lines in Figure 2.1 depict the finite bounds of these 



























the displacements, ju , at load point P  are given in terms of the displacements and 
tractions, jt , at field point Q  through the boundary integral equation (BIE) [15] 
 
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
F I F
ij j ij j ij jC P u P T P Q u Q d U P Q t Q d
 + 
+  =  
  
 (2.6)  
where ( )ijC P  is free-term coefficient, and ( , )ijU P Q  and ( , )ijT P Q  are the two-dimensional 
Kelvin fundamental solutions for ju  and jt , respectively, at point Q , induced by a unit 
force acting at point P .  The subscripts , ,i j x y= , indicating the directions as shown in 
Figure 2.1.  Referring to Section 2.1, the normal traction yt p= − , and the tangential 
traction xt q= .  Assuming plane strain condition, ijU  and ijT  have the forms of [15] 
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 (2.7b) 
where G  is shear modulus,   is Poisson’s ratio, [ , ]x yn n=n  is unit outward normal 










  (2.8) 
Further dividing the finite zone F  into the shaded loading region and the transition 




the BIE is solved to obtain the displacement distributions, according to the numerical 
treatment discussed in detail in Ref. [15]. 
With the surface tractions obtained from the EHL formulation, and the surface 
displacements yielded from the BIE, the stress state at any boundary or interior point can 
be determined via [15] 
 
( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
F F I
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 = −    (2.9) 
where ,k x y= , and the integral kernel functions read [15] 
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 (2.10b) 
Although Eq. (2.9) has closed form solution for stresses, the numerical evaluation 
has challenges in view of the kernel functions, who are on the order of 1 d  and 
21 d .  
Firstly, for the stress evaluation at a boundary point, P  and Q  coincide may coincide, 




surface point, P  and Q  can be too close to each other, raising the near singular behavior 
in 
t
kijH  and 
u
kijH , and therefore introduces numerical error in the integral computation 
[30].  For the former difficulty, the stress components at the computational boundary are 
computed, alternatively, using strains and tractions according to Hooke’s law in a local 
orthogonal coordinate system, as presented in Ref. [15], such that the singularity involved 
in Eq. (2.9) is avoided. 
For stresses at near surface interior locations, the technique of Distance 
Transformation with Progressive Subdivision (DTPS) for 3D BE application [30] is 
reduced to a 2D form in this work, aiming at the accurate evaluation of Eq. (2.9) that 
involves the near singular kernel functions.  The DTPS technique approximates the 
distance between an interior point P  and a boundary point utilizing Taylor expansion.  A 
number of coordinate system transformations and a progressive subdivision are then 
performed to effectively weaken the singular behavior of the integral kernels.  Figure 2.2 
(a) illustrates a quadratic BE with nodes I and III located at two ends, and node II positioned 
in the middle.  A near surface source point, P ( ,P Px y ), has the minimum distance, d PC =  
from the element.  Given the coordinates of C as ( ,C Cx y ), the x and y direction 
components of d   are C Pd x x x = −  and C Pd y y y = − .  The first step involved in the 
DTPS technique is to transform from the x y−  system of Figure 2.2 (a) to the intrinsic   
system in      Figure 2.2 (b), such that 
3
1 i iix x N==  and 
3
1 i iiy y N== , where the shape 
functions 1 ( 1) 2N =   − , 
2
2 1N = − , and 3 ( 1) 2N =   + .  The resultant Jacobian has 
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  (2.11) 
The second transformation is shown in Figure 2.3, where the BE element in the 
intrinsic system is divided into two elements: element C-I has the end nodes C and I, and 
element C-III has the end nodes C and III.  The   coordinate of each of these two elements 
is transformed into the   system according to 
 
( )A C C =   −  +    (2.12) 
where 
C  is the   coordinate of node C, 1A = −  for element C-I, and 1A =  for element C-
III.  The associated Jacobian is A CJ

 =  −  .  Following these two transformations, a 
subdivision is carried out next in Figure. 2.4 (a) to produce a total number of N sub-
elements, the sizes of which, denoted as 
  (  is the sub-element index number and 
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where k  represents the ratio of the distance between P  and the sub-element to the sub-
element size that is required to achieve specified accuracy, and is determined according to 




















  (2.14) 
which is significantly smaller in comparison to that involved in the conventional uniform 
division method [15].  For each of the sub-elements, the transformation of 
 
( )W E W =  +  −    (2.15) 
is conducted in Figure. 2.4 (b), introducing the Jacobian of E WJ  =  − , where 
W  
and E  are the   coordinates of the left end and right end, respectively.   
Considering an arbitrary point M ( , )x y  along the th  sub-element as shown in 
Figure. 2.4 (b), the x and y direction distances between M and P  in the   system, is 
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 =  .  Thus, the distance between M 
and P  becomes 
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x y =  + , and 2( )x x y yd d  =  + .  Defining 
2( )J  =  , 
(2 )W J  =  +   , 
2 2 2( ) ( )W W d J    =  +  +  
, and 
2( )    =  +   +  , 
which is referred as the distance function, the distance between M and P  is rewritten as 
 
( )r =      (2.19) 
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where 
0 1= =
       , and the associated Jacobian reads J

 =  .  To facilitate the 
Gaussian quadrature, a last transformation is implemented as 
0 1 0
( 1)( ) 2
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 =  − .  Considering an example integral of 
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Thus, the weak ( 1n = ) singularity is removed, and the strong ( 2n = ) singularity is reduced 
to a weak one.  Furthermore, since J

  and   decrease on the same order due to the 
progressive subdivision employed, the near singular behavior is eliminated [30].   
 
2.3. CRACK INITIATION AND PROPAGATION 
For the assessment of crack initiation fatigue damage under the stress states 
determined in Section 2.2, the multi-axial fatigue criterion that was proposed for rolling 
contact fatigue [47], and has been applied in micro-pitting [14-16] and macro-pitting [3, 4, 
17] modeling studies, is adopted in this work as 
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 (2.22) 
where a  and a  are normal and shear stress amplitudes acting on a so-called 
characteristic plane [47], and bS  and tS  are fully reversed uni-axial bending and torsion 
fatigue strength, respectively, which are functions of crack initiation fatigue life, iN .  
Additionally, ,maxm  is the mean normal stress acting on the plane experiencing the 
maximum normal stress amplitude, and refS  is a reference stress used to facilitate the 
inclusion of the mean stress effect on fatigue.  Lastly,   in Eq. (2.22) is a material 
parameter.  
It is assumed, in this study, a 20 μm length crack, oriented at an 25  angle to the 




evaluate the crack propagation life, mode I and mode II stress intensity factors (SIF) of the 
surface breaking crack, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, are determined as [48, 49] 
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for plane strain condition.  Here, xu   and yu   ( 2,3,4,5= ) are the x  direction and 
y  direction surface displacements at node .  Utilizing parabolic quarter-point BE [48], 
the BIE discussed in Section 2.2 is solved to obtain these displacements.  The ranges of 
IK  and IIK , denoted as IK  and IIK , are then used to find the effective SIF range for 
cracks that experience mixed mode cyclic loads as  [49, 50].   
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  (2.23) 
Assuming the crack propagation law proposed by Paris and Erdogan [51], the crack 












  (2.24) 
where a is crack length, pN  is crack propagation life, and 1C  and 2C  are material 




























SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. DESIGN AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
The experimental measurements of rolling contact fatigue pitting life of a spur gear 
pair by Li et al. [4] are borrowed in this study to assess the model effectiveness.  The basic 
design parameters of the test gears are listed in Table 1.  Micro-geometry modifications 
including linear tip relief and circular lead crown, as specified in Table 1, were applied to 
both the pinion and the gear to adjust the load distribution pattern. These specimens were 
made of a typical gear steel (AISI 8620) and case hardened to achieve a tooth surface 
hardness of 60 HRC with the case depth of 1.3 mm.  All of the tests were performed under 
dip lubricated condition with a typical automatic transmission fluid, whose temperature 
was controlled at 90 C . The rotational speed of the 17-tooth gear was set at 2,200 rpm, 
resulting in the pitch line tangential surface velocity of 3.3 m/s. Six loading levels defined 
by the normalized pitch line Hertzian pressure of ˆ 1.71p p rp p p= = , 1.62, 1.50, 1.34, 
1.29, and 1.14, where pp  is the pitch line Hertzian pressure, and rp  is a reference 
pressure, were employed.  
Two different surface finishes were considered for the testing spur gears, namely 








              Table 1   Design parameters of the spur gear considered in this work [4] 
Parameter Pinion Gear 
Module (mm) 4.23 
Center Distance (mm) 91.50 
Number of Teeth 17 26 
Pressure Angle (deg) 22.5 
Face Width (mm) 14.00 20.29 
Pitch Diameter (mm) 71.97 110.07 
Base Diameter (mm) 66.49 101.69 
Outside Diameter (mm) 80.02 117.11 
Roll Angle at Start of 1st Linear 
Tip Relief (deg) 
25 25 
1st Linear Tip Relief Magnitude 
(μm) 
10 5 
Roll Angle at Start of 2nd Linear 
Tip Relief (deg) 
31 28 
2nd Linear Tip Relief Magnitude 
(μm) 
41 30 




batch of shaved gears has the average root-mean-square (RMS) roughness amplitudes of 
0.41 μm and 0.45 μm for the pinion (17-tooth) and gear (26-tooth) surfaces, respectively.  
The other batch was shaved and then polished to have the average RMS roughness 
amplitude of 0.13 μm on both pinion and gear surfaces. The example surface roughness 
profiles measured along the tooth profile direction (after 4 hours of run-in process) of these 
two surface finishes [4] are shown in Figure 3.1, where significant roughness amplitude 
reduction through the isotropic-polishing process is observed.  Figure 3.2 displays the 
images of pitting failures for the shaved pinions in the left column, and the isotropic-
polished pinions in the right column.  At both the highest loading level of ˆ 1.71pp = , and 
the median loading level of ˆ 1.50pp = , the positions of failure initiation, i.e. the lower tips 
of the pits, were seen to be in the dedendum area, close to the lowest-point-of-single-tooth-
contact (LPSTC).  The maximum depths of the produced pits vary between 0.15 mm to 
0.42 mm depending on the extent of the crack growth and how early the pits were detected 
during the tests. 
 
3.2.  SIMULATION PROCESS 
These gear pitting experiments are simulated using the fatigue model presented in 
Chapter 2.  The EHL computational domain is discretized into 512  elements in the 
rolling/sliding direction, such that the resultant element size is on the order of micrometer, 
which is in line with the resolution of the measured surface roughness profiles.  In the depth 
direction that goes down into the material, 10 nodes are implemented uniformly for a 






Figure 3.1:   Example surface roughness profiles [4] measured along the tooth profile 












Figure 3.2:   Pitting failure images [4] for shaved gears operating under (a) ˆ 1.7pp = , and 






















Figure 3.3: Variation of tooth force density along the pinion roll angle under the 
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because of the focus of this study, which is on the surface breaking pitting failure.  The 
mesh size in the depth direction is therefore 0.5 mm, which is sufficiently fine to capture 
the surface irregularity induced near surface stress concentrations.  As gears rotate in mesh, 
the contact point moves from the SAP to the tip of the driving pinion.  Since the pitting 
failure occurred in the dedendum only as observed in the experiments, the simulation is 
performed from the SAP to the pitch, skipping the addendum area, such that the 
computational efforts can be reduced.  A total of 300-time steps are used to define the travel 
of the contact from the SAP to the pitch.  Owing to the circular lead crown, the tooth force 
varies along the face width direction, such that the gear tooth contact cannot be simply 
represented by a single line contact.  The gear set is, thus, discretized into a number of very 
thin spur gear slices (11 slices in this work) in the lead direction, and the fatigue analysis 
of a line contact is required to be performed for each of the slices individually.  Because of 
the symmetry of the gear tooth, the simulation is allowed to be carried out for the left half 
of the tooth, to further relieve the computational burden.  The lubricant used in this work 
has ambient density of 
3
0 824 kg/m = , ambient viscosity of 0 0.006 =  Pas, and 
reciprocal asymptotic iso-viscous pressure of 112.6 GPa − =  at o90 C .  The fluid 
compressibility, viscosity dependence on pressure, and non-Newtonian behavior are 
described in the same way as that of [33].  The associated lubricant material parameters are 
determined according to experimental measurements. 
Using the median loading level at ˆ 1.50pp =  as an example, the variation of the 





Figure 3.4: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.5: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 












Figure 3.3 for the center gear slice [4].  The contact load starts at the SAP whose 1 12.7 =  
and ends at the tip where 1 37.9 = . Evident force jump and force drop are observed, 
corresponding to the LPSTC at 1 16.7 = , and the highest-point-of-single-tooth-contact 
(HPSTC) at 1 33.9 = , respectively. The pitch that defines the end of the dedendum is 
located at 1 24.6 =  for the gear pair. The example instantaneous solutions of ( , )p x t , 
( , )h x t  and ( , )q x t  of the gears at the roll angles of 1 12.7 = , 14.7 , and 16.65  are 
shown in Figure 3.4, representing the contacts at SAP [Figure 3.4 (a)], right before LPSTC 
where the load jump occurs [Figure 3.4 (c)], and a midpoint in between [Figure 3.4 (b)].   
 
3.3. SIMULATION DISCUSSION OF CONTACT POSITION, CONTACT 
PRESSURE, FILM THICKNESS, AND TANGENTIAL SHEAR 
In the first column of Figure 3.4, the red square indicates the contact location along 
the tooth profile direction, measured by roll angle.  The corresponding Hertzian contact 
pressure is also quantified.  In the second column, the contact pressure (black curve) and 
the film thickness (blue curve) distributions show significant fluctuations within the contact 
zone, which is due to the large roughness amplitudes of shaved gears as observed in    
Figure 3.1(a).  Wherever the film thickness breaks down [ ( , ) 0h x t = ], local contact 
pressures peak due to direct metal-to-metal contacts.  For areas where sufficient lubrication 




Figure 3.6: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 















Figure 3.7: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













In view of the tangential shear shown in the third column of Figure 3.4, ( , )q x t  is found to 
correlates well with both the normal pressure and film thickness.  Within the fluid areas, 
the viscous shear is seen to be small in comparison to the boundary friction shear within 
the asperity contact areas, where the magnitude of ( , )q x t  jumps up.  Comparing these 
three contact locations, the variation of the tooth loading as the gears rotate in mesh is 
shown to alter the size of contact zone as well as the contact pressure, pointing to the 
important time-dependent behavior.  The transient tribological behavior at the roll angle 
positions of 1 16.7 =  (LPSTC), 1 24.6 =  (pitch), and 1 20.6 =  (midpoint in between) 
are plotted in Figure. 3.5 in the same format as of Figure 3.4.  Here, within the single-tooth- 
contact region, the tooth loading becomes larger. The contact pressure and tangential shear 
are also more critical, especially at LPSTC, where failure commonly takes place. 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 display the numerical solutions of ( , )p x t , ( , )h x t  and ( , )q x t  
for the super-finished gears at the same mesh positions as in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.  It is noted 
the scales for the normal pressure, tangential shear, and film thickness plots are very much 
reduced in comparing to Figures 3.4 and 3.5, while the scale for the contact loading in 
terms of the Hertzian pressure shown in the first column remains the same.  Keeping the 
contact loading unchanged, the lubrication film thickness becomes much thicker, and the 
contact pressure becomes significantly smaller when the shaved surface finish is replaced 
by the super-finished one.  This is due to the substantially reduced surface roughness 
amplitude as shown in Figure. 3.1(b).  The reduction in the tangential shear is also evident.  
Some local shear peaks are observed, which are due to the unavoidable asperity contacts.  





Figure 3.8: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.9: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.10: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.11: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 














Figure 3.12: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.13: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.14: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.15: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 














Figure 3.16: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.17: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.18: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.19: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.20: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.21: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.22: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.23: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.24: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.25: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.26: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 













Figure 3.27: The contact position (1st column), normal pressure and film thickness (2nd column), and tangential shear (3rd column) for 












loading levels of ˆ 1.71pp = , 1.62, 1.34, 1.29, and 1.14, the transient tribological 
behavior is constructed for the shaved gear pairs in Figures 3.8 - 3.17, and for the 
super-finished gears in Figures 3.18 - 3.27, respectively.  Very similar observations 
can be concluded from these figures. 
 
3.4. SIMULATION DISCUSSION OF MULTI-AXIAL STRESS FIELDS 
The surface normal and tangential tractions, p and q, as displayed in the 
above figures dictate the multi-axial stress fields below the contact surface.  
Considering plane strain condition, the resultant normal stress components in the 
rolling/sliding direction x, x , and in the depth direction z, z , and shear stress 
component, xz , are plotted in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 for the same mesh positions 
as those in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, for shaved gears operating under ˆ 1.5pp = .  Because 
this study focuses on surface breaking cracks, the depth adopted is 5 m.  It is seem 
the stress magnitudes before the LPSTC (Fig.3.28) are smaller than those after the 
LPSTC (Fig. 3.29), since the tooth force is elevated during the single tooth contact 
zone.  Multiple local stress concentrations are evident for all stress fields, owing to 
the existence of the surface irregularities, which raise the normal pressure and 
tangential shear significantly.  These severe near surface stresses are responsible 
for the premature surface breaking crack nucleation. 
 In view of the stress fields of the isotropic-polished gear sets in Figures 




Figure 3.28: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of ˆ 1.5pp =  













Figure 3.29: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of ˆ 1.5pp =  














Figure 3.30: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.31: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













reduced comparing to the ones with the shaved surfaces.  The polishing process effectively 
decreases the surface roughness amplitudes, leading to the decreased surface pressure and 
shear tractions.  Therefore, the resultant stress concentrations are very much relieved, and 
the crack initiation fatigue life is expected to become longer.   
The stress contours for the other loading levels for loading levels of ˆ 1.71pp = , 
1.62, 1.34, 1.29, and 1.14 are constructed in Figures 3.32 -3.41 for the shaved surfaces, and 
Figures 3.42 – 3.51 for the isotropic-polished ones.  Similar conclusions can be drawn from 
these figures. 
 
3.5.  SIMULATION DISCUSSION OF CRACK NUCLEATION LIFE 
The histories of the stress components are used to search for the characteristic plane 
and assess the crack initiation fatigue damage according to the multi-axial fatigue criteria 
presented above for each grid point on and below the tooth surface. The fully reversed 
bending and fully reversed torsion fatigue strength employed were experimentally 
determined using through hardened specimens with the same tooth surface hardness of 60 
HRC. To minimize the influence of surface roughness on the fatigue strength 
measurements to define 
b
NS  and 
t
NS , the specimens were polished to arrive at the RMS 
roughness amplitudes less than 0.2 μm.  As for the reference stress, refS , in Eq. (2.22), its 
value is missing.  In this study, three values of 1.54refS =  GPa, 1.64 GPa, and 1.74 GPa, 
which are bounded between the yield strength and the ultimate strength of the material, are 





Figure 3.32: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.33: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.34: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 












Figure 3.35: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 















Figure 3.36: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 












Figure 3.37: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.38: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.39: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 












Figure 3.40: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.41: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the shaved gears operating under the loading level of 













Figure 3.42: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.43: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.44: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.45: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.46: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.47: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 












Figure 3.48: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.49: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.50: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 













Figure 3.51: The resultant instantaneous stress fields x , z  and xz for the isotropic-polished gears operating under the loading level 












Figure 3.52 shows the crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for the 
shaved gears operating under the loading level of ˆ 1.5pp = .  Due to the symmetry of the 
left and right side tooth flanks, the same life contours for the right side are omitted.  It is 
seen the larger the reference stress is, the shorter the crack nucleation life becomes.  When 
the reference stress is changed from 1.54refS =  GPa to 1.64 GPa, the nucleation life is 
reduced significantly by half, from 15.35 million cycles to 6.92 million cycles.  When refS  
is further increased by the same amount of 0.1 GPa to 1.74 GPa, the fatigue life is further 
decreased, while at a smaller rate, to 4.03 million cycles.  The critical failure locations are 
in the neighborhood of gear 1 roll angle 1 17 =  and 1 19 = .  As for the isotropic-
polished gears in Fig. 3.53, the reference stress of 1.54refS =  GPa, 1.64 GPa, and 1.74 
GPa corresponds to the fatigue lives of 341.35, 170.29, and 90.55 million cycles.  The 
critical location is in the vicinity of the LPSTC.  In comparison between Figs. 3.52 and 
3.53, which operate under the same loading level, the polished gears exhibit significantly 
elongated service lives, pointing to the evident benefits of smoother surface roughness 
profiles.  In view of the other loading levels, very similar observations are arrived.  Besides, 
higher loading is seen to produce lower life, and lower loading leads to higher number of 
fatigue cycles, as shown in Figures 3.54 to 3.58 for shaved surfaces, Figures 3.59 to 3.62 







Figure 3.52: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a)
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and (c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 

















Figure 3.54: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and (c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 










Figure 3.55: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 











Figure 3.56: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 











Figure 3.57: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 











Figure 3.58: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa, respectively, for the shaved 












Figure 3.59: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa for the isotropic-polished 











Figure 3.60: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.54refS = GPa, (b) 1.64refS = GPa, and(c) 1.74refS = GPa for the isotropic-polished 











Figure 3.61: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for (a) 
1.64refS = GPa, and (b) 1.74refS = GPa for the isotropic-polished gears operating under 














Figure 3.62: Crack initiation life distribution along the left half tooth flank for 1.74refS =










Figure 3.63: Crack propagation life at the critical pit initiation location performed under 





























Figure 3.64: Crack propagation life at the critical pit initiation location performed under 
the loading level of (a) ˆ 1.71pp = ,(b) ˆ 1.62pp = ,(c) ˆ 1.34pp = , (d) ˆ 1.29pp = and (e) 















Figure 3.65: Crack propagation life at the critical pit initiation location performed under 










3.6.  SIMULATION DISCUSSION OF CRACK PROPAGATION LIFE 
With the surface breaking crack nucleation life determined, the crack opening and 
propagation at the critical crack nucleation location is evaluated according to Section 2.3.  
Comparing the shaved gear with the polished one under the loading level of ˆ 1.5pp =  in 
Fig. 3.63, both crack lengths propagate gradually first and then jump up abruptly, indicating 
the sudden failure of pit formation.  The polished gear shows a much longer crack 
propagation life owing to the relieved surface stress concentrations caused by the surface 
roughness.  For the other loading levels, the crack propagation life plots are constructed in 
Fig. 3.64 for the shaved gears, and in Fig. 3.65 for the isotropic-polished ones. 
 
3.7.  GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF TOTAL FATIGUE LIFE 
The total fatigue life that is the summation of the crack nucleation life and the crack 
propagation life are plotted in Figs. 3.66 and 3.67 for shaved and isotropic-polished gears, 
respectively.  In Fig. 3.66, the experimental measurements are also included for 
comparison.  It is shown all three predictions with refS =  1.54 GPa, 1.65 GPa and 1.74 
GPa, fall within the scatter of the measured fatigue data points.  The smallest reference 
stress results in the longest lives, and the largest reference stress results in the shortest lives.  
The latter seems to correlates better with the measurements in comparing to the others.  As 
for the isotropic-polished gear pairs in Fig. 3.67, no experimental measurements are 
available.  The three prediction curves show consistent deviations from each other owing 
to the impacts of the reference stress variation.  In comparison with the shaved gears, the 




roughness is seen to be able to effectively improve the contact fatigue performance, which 




























Figure 3.66: Overall result comparison for shaved gear pairs for 1.54refS = GPa, 
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Figure 3.67: Overall result comparison for isotropic-polished gears for 1.54refS = GPa, 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this study, a model to predict the surface breaking crack formation fatigue lives, 
including both the nucleation stage and the propagation stage, is proposed for spur gear 
contacts operating under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication conditions.  The model 
utilizes a gear load distribution model for tooth contact analysis to determine the normal 
tooth force along the tooth profile, incorporating any profile modifications and 
manufacturing deviations.  A mixed EHL formulation customized to handle transient 
contact conditions of gears is implemented to evaluate the surface normal pressure and 
tangential shear.  In the process, the lubricant non-Newtonian behavior, i.e. viscosity 
dependence on shear rate, is also included through a flow coefficient that in incorporated 
into a general Reynolds equation.  With this improvement, the lubrication film thickness 
under high sliding condition can be predicted in a more accurate way, so are the surface 
tractions, which dictate the multi-axial stress fields below the contact surface.  A boundary 
element formulation is then developed to determine the normal and shear stress 
components resultant from the surface tractions.  From the stress histories, the normal stress 
amplitude and mean, and the shear stress amplitude are evaluated and used in a multi-axial 




approach, the stress intensity factor at the crack tip is determined and the crack propagation 
life is predicted according to the Paris and Erdogan’s formula.  
With the developed contact fatigue model, a parametric investigation is performed 
considering a spur gear pair, operating under different loads and different surface 
roughness conditions.  It is observed, the surface roughness largely impacts the contact 
pressure and tangential shear, and consequently affect the fatigue life.  The polishing 
process can be an effective approach for the fatigue live improvement.  The impact of the 
reference stress that governs the mean normal stress effect on crack nucleation is also 
assessed by varying the reference stress magnitude between the yield stress and the ultimate 
stress.  It is seen the reference stress can substantially change the predicted fatigue life.  
Therefore, an accurate fatigue life prediction requires the experimental quantification of 
this influential parameter.   
Continuing this research, the recommended future work includes: 
• Experimental measurements of the contact fatigue life for polished gear pairs; 
• Further model validation by comparing the model predictions with the 
experimental data; 
• Inclusion of thermal impacts on contact fatigue, since temperature elevation is 
inevitable for high speed gearing applications; 
• Inclusion of dynamic effects on contact fatigue, since gear vibrations under high 
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